Class 19 – All Levels - $45
Michele Crawford
Spontaneous Log Cabin
Wednesday, March 4
8:30 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.

LC: South 2

Let’s have FUN with your scraps! This is a stress free way to create a FABULOUS scrappy log cabin block
(12” x 12” square or 15” x 15” square finished) in a creative non-traditional way. Make your squares from the
same color family OR in light/medium/dark fabrics. Michele will discuss how to make 7 different quilt sizes
with this block.
Please Note: This is a technique class, and the project will not be completed in class.
Kit fee: $10 includes pattern
Student Supply List
* Sewing machine in good working order with a new sewing machine needle – remember the foot pedal and
power cord!
Note: Please know how to use your sewing machine.
Please be able to sew an accurate 1/4" seam allowance on your sewing machine.
* 60 assorted scraps and strips (combination of 2" - 4" squares, and 1 1/2" - 3" wide strips x 14" long (various
colors, textures, prints) – the more the merrier!
>> You can bring more squares/strips if desired. I am planning on having you complete 3 - 4 blocks.
* One large spool of 100% cotton thread - neutral color (medium grey or ecru)
* Rotary cutter (with a new blade)
* Acrylic rulers - (a small one like 1" x 6"; or 6" square); and (a large one - 4" x 14" perhaps - whatever size
you have - please no 6" x 24" rulers - too long for a small class space)
>> IF you already have a 12 ½” square ruler, this one is perfect for squaring up the blocks!
* Cutting mat (12" x 18" is perfect - please no large ones as it is a small class space)
* Basic sewing supplies: straight pins, small hand scissors
Questions?
Michele Crawford flowerboxquilts@gmail.com

